Abstract-In video coding standards, a compliant bit stream must be decoded by a hypothetical decoder that is conceptually connected to the output of an encoder and consists of a decoder buffer, a decoder, and a display unit. This virtual decoder is known as the hypothetical reference decoder (HRD) in H.263 and the video buffering verifier in MPEG. The encoder must create a bit stream so that the hypothetical decoder buffer does not overflow or underflow. These previous decoder models assume that a given bit stream will be transmitted through a channel of a known bit rate and will be decoded (after a given buffering delay) by a device of some given buffer size. Therefore, these models are quite rigid and do not address the requirements of many of today's important video applications such as broadcasting video live or streaming pre-encoded video on demand over network paths with various peak bit rates to devices with various buffer sizes. In this paper, we present a new HRD for H.264/AVC that is more general and flexible than those defined in prior standards and provides significant additional benefits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
W HEN compressing digital video, the encoder usually attempts to maintain the image quality nearly uniform throughout the video sequence, since drops or changes in video quality result in poor viewing experiences. To achieve this, the encoder must assign more bits to video frames or segments that are more difficult to compress (e.g., those that contain more textured regions or faster motion) and fewer bits to easier video segments, and as a result the encoding bit rate may vary significantly over time. Since compressed digital video is often transmitted through channels of (nearly) constant bit rate, the bit-rate variations need to be smoothed using buffering mechanisms at the encoder and decoder. The sizes of the physical buffers are finite, and hence the encoder must constrain the bit-rate variations to fit within the buffer limitations.
Video coding standards do not mandate specific encoder or decoder buffering mechanisms, but they require encoders to control bit-rate fluctuations so that a hypothetical reference decoder (HRD) of a given buffer size would decode the video bit stream without suffering from buffer overflow or underflow [1], [2] . This hypothetical decoder is based on an idealized decoder model that decoder manufacturers can use as a reference for their implementations, but its main goal is to impose basic buffering constraints on the bit-rate variations of compliant bit streams. In previous HRDs [1], [2] , the video bit stream is received at a known bit rate (usually the average rate in bits per second of the stream) and is stored into the decoder buffer until the buffer fullness reaches a desired level. This level is denoted the initial decoder buffer fullness and is directly proportional to the start-up (buffer) delay. When the initial buffer fullness is reached, the decoder instantaneously removes the bits for the first video frame of the sequence, decodes the bits, and displays the frame. The bits for the following frames are also removed, decoded, and displayed instantaneously at subsequent time intervals.
An HRD usually assumes that the decoding and display times preserve some pre-defined constraints, such as a fixed frame rate, and the system's end-to-end delay is constant (e.g., for broadcast applications). This constant-delay mode of operation is the focus of our contribution. The hypothetical decoder can also operate in a low-delay mode (e.g., for video conferencing). Low-delay operation can reduce average end-to-end delay by building a nominal delay into the system that is lower than the worst-case delay necessary to send "big pictures" (pictures that require an unusually large number of bits to encode with adequate fidelity). However, low-delay mode operation produces incorrect motion rendition caused by the variation in end-to-end delay in the neighborhood of big pictures, and is therefore undesirable for applications in which achieving good video quality is more important than reducing average end-to-end delay.
In the constant-delay mode, prior HRDs operate with a fixed peak bit rate, buffer size, and initial delay. However, in many of today's video applications (e.g., video streaming through the Internet) the peak transmission bit rate varies according to the network path (e.g., how the user connects to the network: by modem, ISDN, DSL, cable, etc.) and also fluctuates in time according to network conditions (e.g., congestion, the number of users connected, etc.) [3, Ch. 1-2]. In addition, the video bit streams are delivered to a variety of devices with different buffer capabilities (e.g., hand-sets, PDAs, PCs, set-top-boxes, DVD-like players, etc.) and are created for scenarios with different delay requirements (e.g., low-delay streaming, progressive download or pseudo-streaming, etc.) [4, Ch. 8] . As a result, these applications require a more flexible HRD that can decode a bit stream at different peak transmission bit rates, and with different buffer sizes and start-up delays.
We present a new HRD that operates according to sets of transmission rate and buffer size parameters for a given bit stream. Each set characterizes what is known as a leaky bucket model [5] , [6] and contains three values , where is the peak transmission bit rate, is the buffer size, and is 1051-8215/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE the initial decoder buffer fullness. ( is the start-up or initial buffer delay.) An encoder can create a video bit stream that is contained by some desired leaky buckets, or it can simply compute the sets of parameters after the bit stream has been generated. Our new HRD intelligently interpolates among the leaky bucket parameters and can operate at any desired peak transmission bit rate, buffer size, or delay. To be more concrete, given a desired peak transmission bit rate , our reference decoder will select the smallest buffer size and delay (according to the available leaky bucket data) that will be able to decode the bit stream without suffering from buffer underflow or overflow. Conversely, for a given buffer size , the hypothetical decoder will select and operate at the minimum required peak transmission bit rate.
There are multiple benefits of this generalized HRD (GHRD). For example, a content provider can create a bit stream once, and a server can deliver it to multiple devices of different capabilities, using a variety of channels having different peak transmission bit rates. Or a server and a terminal can negotiate the best leaky bucket for the given networking conditions, e.g., the one that will produce the lowest start-up (buffer) delay, or the one that will require the lowest peak transmission bit rate for the given buffer size of the device. In Section IV, we quantify these benefits for the standard MPEG test sequences encoded with a recent test model of the H.264/AVC standard (i.e., JM version 3.2 [7] ). We find that in realistic scenarios, the buffer size and the delay can be reduced by a factor of 14 to 45 at the same peak transmission bit rate, or the peak transmission bit rate can be reduced by almost a factor of four at the same physical buffer size. Alternatively, the buffer size can be increased by a factor of 45 without increasing the delay at the peak transmission bit rate, thereby potentially improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) without increasing the average encoding rate.
In Section II, we describe the standard leaky bucket model and its associated parameters in more detail. Following that, in the context of the standard leaky bucket model we review the reference decoders used in H.263 (HRD) [1] and MPEG (VBV) [2] , and discuss the limitations of these buffer models. Next, we present our GHRD, which uses leaky buckets, and recommend minor syntax changes in the bit stream for implementing the GHRD. Finally, we present specific examples of the benefits over previous reference decoders using H.264/AVC bit streams.
This new HRD has been adopted as part of the H.264/AVC video coding specification [9] . Other aspects of the HRD in H.264/AVC are covered in Annex C of the standard [9] , or in [10] , [11] . The H.264/AVC video coding specification has been developed jointly by video codec experts from ITU and ISO, and the standardization effort is also known by other names, such as Joint Video Team (JVT), ITU-T H.26L, or ISO MPEG-4 part 10.
II. LEAKY BUCKET MODEL
We first define a leaky bucket model, since it is the basis of all the hypothetical reference decoders that we will discuss later.
A leaky bucket is a direct metaphor for the encoder's output buffer, i.e., the queue between the encoder and the communication channel. At frame time , the encoder instantaneously Fig. 1 . Leaky bucket bounds in the CBR case. On the left: encoding schedule (staircase) and its leaky bucket bounds (straight lines). The encoder buffer fullness is the shaded area between the encoding schedule and the later/lower leaky bucket bound. On the right: decoding schedule (staircase) and its leaky bucket bounds. These are simply shifts of the encoding schedule and its bounds by a constant delay 1. The decoder buffer fullness is the shaded area between the earlier/upper leaky bucket bound and the decoding schedule. Note that the decoder buffer fullness is the complement of the encoder buffer fullness in the CBR case. In the center: schedule for packet transmission and reception. The necessary additional encoder buffering and delay (for packetization) is the white area between the encoder's leaky bucket bound and the packet transmission schedule. The necessary additional decoder buffering and delay (for de-packetization and jitter) is the white area between the packet reception schedule and the decoder's leaky bucket bound.
encodes frame into bits and pours these bits into the leaky bucket. 1 In the constant bit rate (CBR) case, the leaky bucket drains its accumulated bits into the communication channel at a fixed bit rate , and the encoder must add enough bits to the leaky bucket often enough so that the leaky bucket does not underflow (i.e., become empty) in any interval of time. On the other hand, the encoder must not add too many bits to the leaky bucket too frequently, or else the leaky bucket, which has capacity , will overflow. Thus, the leaky bucket, which may begin at an arbitrary initial state (with ), constrains the encoding sequence , Graphically, the encoding sequence, or encoding schedule, can be represented by the cumulative number of bits encoded by time , as illustrated in the left half of Fig. 1 . Furthermore, the leaky bucket constraint can be represented by the two parallel lines bounding the encoding schedule. The later/lower line represents the schedule on which bits drain from the leaky bucket, and the earlier/upper line represents the capacity constraint of the leaky bucket, that is, an upward shift of the later/lower line by bits.
Although a leaky bucket is a metaphor for the encoder buffer, it also characterizes the decoder buffer, i.e., the queue between the communication channel and the decoder. In the CBR case, after the encoded bits traverse the channel, they enter the decoder buffer at a fixed bit rate . Then, at frame time , where is a constant encoding-to-decoding delay, the decoder instantaneously extracts bits from the decoder buffer and decompresses frame , . This decoding schedule, , , is illustrated in the right half of Fig. 1 . If, after the first bit enters the decoder buffer, the decoder delays at least seconds before decoding the first frame, then the decoding schedule is guaranteed not to un-1 Note that the frames in the bit stream are ordered in decoding order. Any re-ordering of pictures can be done for the purposes of displaying (e.g., a given P frame could be decoded before a given B frame, but the latter could be displayed earlier). The decoding time for a frame must not be later than its display time.
derflow the decoder buffer, due to the leaky bucket bounds inherited from the parallel encoding schedule. Furthermore, with delay , if the capacity of the decoder buffer is at least , then the decoding schedule is guaranteed not to overflow the decoder buffer, again due to the leaky bucket bounds inherited from the parallel encoding schedule. In fact, observe that the fullnesses of the encoder and decoder buffers are complements of each other in the CBR case [8] . Thus, the leaky bucket model determines both the minimum decoder buffer size and the minimum decoder buffer delay using three parameters, , , and , by succinctly summarizing with upper and lower bounds the encoded sequence , . The leaky bucket model can also be used with variable bit rate (VBR) channels, such as packet networks. If the VBR channel has a long-term average bit rate that equals the long-term average bit rate of the encoded sequence, then it is often convenient to continue to use the above CBR leaky bucket bounds. At the decoder, the buffering and the delay due to the leaky bucket can be augmented by additional buffering and delay to accommodate both de-packetization and packet network delivery jitter. Likewise, at the encoder, the buffering and delay can be augmented by additional buffering and delay to accommodate packetization. The additional buffering and delay at both the encoder and decoder are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The resulting total amount of buffering and delay are sufficient to guarantee continuous media playback without stalling due to decoder buffer underflow and without loss due to decoder buffer overflow. In essence, at the decoder, the leaky bucket provides a deadline by which packets must be available for decoding, or risk being late. Similarly, at the encoder, the leaky bucket provides a deadline by which the encoded bits will be available for packetization.
For VBR channels that have a sustainable peak bit rate greater than the long-term average bit rate of the encoded sequence, then it is beneficial to characterize the encoded sequence using a leaky bucket with the higher leak rate , yet allowing the leaky bucket to underflow (become empty) when the channel drains the bucket faster than the encoder can fill it. To illustrate, Fig. 2 shows the same encoding and decoding schedules as in Fig. 1 , using a leaky bucket with the higher leak rate . As in Fig. 1 , the later/lower bound on the encoding schedule is the schedule by which bits drain from the leaky bucket and are transmitted or packetized. In Fig. 2 , however, flat spots in this transmission schedule indicate intervals in which the bucket is empty because there is nothing to transmit. The earlier/upper bound on the encoding schedule represents the capacity constraint of the leaky bucket: an upward shift of the transmission schedule by bits. Since the bucket drains at a rate greater than , the bucket can have a capacity smaller than , while still not overflowing, and/or can start with an initial state smaller than . The transmitted bits enter the decoder buffer after a constant transmission delay . If, after the first bit enters the decoder buffer, the decoder delays at least seconds before decoding the first frame, then the decoding schedule is guaranteed not to underflow the decoder buffer. Furthermore, with delay , if the capacity of the decoder buffer is at least , then the decoding schedule is guaranteed not to overflow the decoder buffer. In this VBR case, the encoder buffer fullness and the decoder buffer fullness are Fig. 1 (thus they have the same average bit rate), but the peak transmission bit rate R is higher, resulting in a lower buffer size B , a lower initial delay D = F =R , and a lower encoding-to-decoding delay 1 . On the left: the encoding schedule is bounded below/right by the schedule by which bits leave the encoder bucket and are nominally transmitted. Flat spots indicate intervals in which the bucket is empty because there is nothing to transmit. The encoding schedule is bounded above/left by an upward shift of the transmission schedule by B bits. This is the constraint imposed on the encoding schedule by the leaky bucket capacity. On the right: the decoding schedule is bounded above/left and below/right by rightward shifts of the transmission schedule. The earlier of these shifts is the schedule at which bits nominally arrive in the decoder buffer. Note that the encoder and decoder buffer fullnesses are no longer complementary. However, the decoder buffer fullness is bounded by the complement of the encoder buffer fullness (dotted).
no longer complementary. However, the complement of the encoder buffer fullness provides a tight (achievable) upper bound to the decoder buffer fullness. The advantage of using a leaky bucket with a peak rate greater than the average rate is that it allows a smaller decoder buffer size and delay for the same encoded sequence.
Clearly, a VBR channel is a generalization of a CBR channel, and in either case a single leaky bucket is specifiable by three parameters , where: • is the peak transmission bit rate (in bits per second) at which bits may leave the encoder buffer and enter the decoder buffer after a constant delay; • is the capacity (in bits) of the encoder or decoder buffer; • is the initial decoder buffer fullness (in bits) before the decoder can start removing bits from its buffer. 2 and determine the initial or start-up delay , where seconds. A leaky bucket with parameters is said to contain an encoded bit stream if there is no overflow of the encoder buffer (i.e., the leaky bucket) or equivalently, if there is no underflow of the decoder buffer. Thus, a leaky bucket that contains an encoded bit stream provides constraints on the stream's encoding and decoding schedules so that the resources necessary to decode it are predictable.
A leaky bucket characterization of an encoded bit stream is especially important when the bit stream is encoded off line (for applications such as playback from a local disk, or streaming video on demand over a packet network from a remote server). When an entire bit stream is recorded and encoded before playback, it is essential that the decoder buffer and delay require-ments be stored along with the encoded bit stream, so that it will be possible for a decoder to know whether it will be able to decode a bit stream and what start-up delay to give it. The leaky bucket model provides a way to parameterize these requirements.
When the bit stream is encoded online, that is, when the encoder is connected directly to the transmission channel (for applications such as point-to-point video telephony), then in some circumstances, e.g., communication over a variable rate packet network with very low jitter, the encoder can control or at least know the instantaneous bit rate at which bits arrive at the receiver. In this case, rather than use a leaky bucket model, it may be better to use a low-delay mode, in which the receiver may decode each frame of data as soon as it is fully received. In such a mode, the decoder buffer underflow is impossible (by definition) and decoder buffer overflow can be prevented by the encoder either by reducing to match the number of bits per frame, or by increasing the number of bits per frame to match . Unfortunately, low-delay mode does not preserve presentation timing; constant end-to-end delay is sacrificed. Thus, the leaky bucket model is also important for on-line applications when precise presentation timing is important (e.g., for broadcasting high quality video live), or when the encoder cannot control or know the instantaneous rate at which bits arrive at the receiver, or when is anyway either a positive constant or zero (e.g., for transmission in a multiplex over an isochronous channel).
In this paper, we focus on generalizing the above single leaky bucket model to multiple leaky buckets for H.264/AVC. As mentioned earlier, other aspects of the HRD in H.264/AVC, such as low-delay mode, are not addressed here, but are explained in [9] - [11] .
Before exploring multiple leaky buckets, let us be more specific about how a single leaky bucket with parameters works in H.264/AVC. As indicated above, let be the encoder schedule and let be the corresponding decoder schedule. The leaky bucket starts with initial fullness , which means that if frame 0 is inserted into the leaky bucket at time , then transmission of the initial bit of frame 0 begins (after a delay of ) at time
Transmission of the final bit of frame 0, indeed the final bit of any frame for , ends at time Hence, transmission of the initial bit of the subsequent frame begins at time that is, when frame is inserted into the leaky bucket or when frame completes transmission, whichever is later. Now, assuming a constant transmission delay , the initial bit of frame 0 begins its arrival in the decoder buffer at time Similarly, the final bit of frame 0, or indeed the final bit of any frame for , ends its arrival in the decoder buffer at time
The initial bit of the subsequent frame will begin its arrival in the decoder buffer at time which follows since for all . The last three displayed equations form the basis of the HRD model in H.264/AVC. (In the specification, is known as the and is known as the .) The decoder buffer will not underflow if and only if for all , frame arrives in the decoder buffer before it is due for removal, that is, This will be true if for all , which will in turn be true if (which in turn will be true if the encoder buffer does not overflow). Hence, the decoder buffer capacity is usually set equal to the encoder buffer (leaky bucket) capacity in order to minimize both the decoder delay and the decoder buffer size . For this reason, we do not ordinarily distinguish between and and we set . Evolution of the encoder and decoder buffers can also be described in terms of buffer fullness. If the encoder buffer (the leaky bucket) starts with initial fullness , then when frame 0 is inserted into the encoder buffer, the fullness of the encoder buffer rises to Thereafter, the fullness of the encoder buffer after inserting frame , is
The encoder buffer will not overflow if and only if for all . The complement of these equations describes an upper bound on the decoder buffer fullness after removing frame for . If the decoder waits until the decoder buffer fullness reaches before removing and decoding the frame 0, then the fullness of the decoder buffer falls to Thereafter, the upper bound on the fullness of the decoder buffer after removing frame , , can be expressed as (1.1) Fig. 3 . Decoder buffer fullness when decoding a generic video bit stream that is contained in a leaky bucket having parameters (R; B; F ). R is the peak incoming (or channel) bit rate in bits per second, B is the buffer size in bits, and F is the initial decoder buffer fullness in bits. D = F =R is the initial or start-up (buffer) delay in seconds. The number of bits for the ith frame is b . The coded video frames are removed from the buffer (typically according to the video frame rate), as shown by the drops in buffer fullness.
It is simple to prove by induction that for all ; that is, (1.0) and (1.1) are complements. That the complement of the encoder buffer fullness is indeed an upper bound on the fullness of the decoder buffer can be seen from the fact that in any time interval of length , at most bits can enter the decoder buffer. Hence, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , a leftward shift by of the later/lower bound on the decoding schedule must lie below its upward shift by . In other words, the actual decoder buffer fullness is bounded above by the complement of the encoder buffer fullness. Furthermore, the bound is tight, for if the encoder ever fills up the leaky bucket then the actual decoder buffer fullness achieves the bound. Thus, if a decoder buffer size is minimally sufficient to contain the upper bound on the decoder buffer fullness, then it is also minimally sufficient to contain the actual decoder buffer fullness. Hence, in the remainder of the paper, we safely use (1.1) as a surrogate for the actual decoder buffer fullness, and refer to it simply as the "decoder buffer fullness." Since this is now complementary to the encoder buffer fullness, we are able to focus exclusively on the decoder buffer fullness, and we drop the superscript " " from our notation. Fig. 3 illustrates the decoder buffer fullness as a function of time for a bit stream that is contained in a leaky bucket having parameters . We now make the following observation. A given video stream can be contained in many leaky buckets. For example, if a video stream is contained in a leaky bucket with parameters , it will also be contained in a leaky bucket with a larger buffer , , or in a leaky bucket with a higher peak transmission bit rate , , or in a leaky bucket with larger start-up delay , , . Moreover, it can also be contained in a leaky bucket with a lower peak transmission bit rate , , if the video is time-limited. In the worst case, as approaches 0, the buffer size and initial buffer fullness will need to be as large as the bit stream itself. Put another way, a video bit stream can be transmitted at any peak transmission bit rate (regardless of the average bit rate of the clip) as long as the buffer size and delay are large enough.
Thus, for any value of the peak transmission bit rate , we can find the minimum buffer size and the minimum initial buffer fullness that will contain the bit stream. This can be done by iterating (1.1), as illustrated by the Matlab code in Appendix B. Surprisingly, both minima can be achieved simultane- and buffer size B values for a given bit stream. This curve indicates that in order to transmit the stream at a peak bit rate R, the decoder needs to buffer at least B (R) bits. Observe that higher peak rates require smaller buffer sizes. Alternatively, if the size of the decoder buffer is B, the minimum peak rate required for transmitting the bit stream is the associated R (B).
ously, as we prove in Appendix A (Proposition 2), even though in general the buffer size required to contain the bit stream stays the same or increases as the initial buffer fullness decreases.
By computing for each , we can plot a curve of values such as the one in Fig. 4 . 3 A key observation is that the curve of pairs for any bit stream (such as the one in Fig. 4 ) is piecewise linear and convex. Let us illustrate this interesting property using a simple, intuitive example. Consider the three plots of decoder buffer fullness in Fig. 5 . These plots are generated when decoding a video bit stream that contains five frames, where are the number of bits per frame , respectively. The peak transmission bit rate is (top), (middle), and (bottom), and . For clarity, the buffer (in each of the three cases) is initially filled to the maximum value (which here represents the physical buffer size), i.e., , although other initial values could have been selected as well. As expected, the minimum buffer size required to decode the bitstream decreases with larger peak transmission bit rate, i.e., . One can easily show that (2) where is the time interval between frames, which in this example is assumed to be constant (i.e., the decoding frame rate is frames/s). Observe that the formulas for and correspond to two different points on the same straight line of slope , and that the values of for all bit rates between and will lie on that line as well, because the respective decoder buffer plots would fall in between the top and middle plots in Fig. 5 . For transmission bit rates slightly larger than , the value of will still lie on that same line, but at some point, the buffer will fill up within some frame interval (here between frames 1 and 2, as seen in the bottom plot of Fig. 5 ) and the formula for will change to that of a straight line of slope . The value of derived in (2) falls on this second straight line. Fig. 6 illustrates the curve of values in this example. Although this is a specific example, one can intuitively see that the decoder buffer plot for any video bit stream (of any number of frames) can be analyzed using the same process. As the peak transmission bit rate increases, the value of will decrease following straight line formulas of the same form as those in (2), i.e., a summation of the number of bits for frames and a slope -. The next line in the sequence will have fewer frames in the summation and hence a less negative slope, and as a result a piecewise linear curve that is monotonically decreasing such as that in Fig. 6 can be plotted. Since each new segment in the sequence has a less negative slope, such a piecewise linear curve is convex. For completeness, a rigorous proof of the piecewise linear and convex properties of the curve of pairs (using induction) is provided in Appendix A. Not surprisingly, such linear and convex properties apply to as well, which is also shown in Appendix A.
Because of the convexity, if points of the curve are provided, the decoder can linearly interpolate the values to arrive at some points that are slightly but safely larger than . In this way, as we quantify in Section V, one is able to safely reduce the buffer size, and the delay, by well over an order of magnitude, relative to a single leaky bucket containing the bit stream at its average rate. Alternatively, for the same delay, one is able to reduce the peak transmission rate by almost a factor of four, or possibly even improve the SNR.
III. PREVIOUS WORK
We next explain the hypothetical reference decoders in MPEG and H.263 in the context of leaky bucket models.
A. MPEG's Video Buffering Verifier (VBV)
The VBV [2] can operate in two modes: CBR and VBR. MPEG-1 and MPEG-4 only support the CBR mode, while MPEG-2 supports both modes.
The VBV operates in CBR mode when the bit stream is contained in a leaky bucket having parameters and the following conditions hold:
• the average bit rate of the stream; • the value of is stored in the syntax parameter vbv_buffer_size using a special size unit (i.e., 16 1024 bit units);
• the value of is stored in the syntax element vbv_delay associated to the first video frame in the sequence using a special time unit (i.e., number of periods of a 90 KHz clock); • the decoder buffer fullness follows the following equations:
The encoder must ensure that is always greater than or equal to zero while is always less than or equal to . In other words, the encoder must ensure that the decoder buffer does not underflow or overflow.
The VBV operates in VBR mode when the bit stream is contained in a leaky bucket having parameters and the following conditions hold:
• the peak or maximum rate. is higher than the average rate of the bit stream; • , i.e., the buffer fills up initially; • the value of is represented in the syntax parameter vbv_buffer_size, as in the CBR case;
• the value of is not stored and vbv_delay is set to FFFF (in hex); • the decoder buffer fullness follows the following equations:
The encoder must ensure that is always greater than or equal to zero. That is, the encoder must ensure that the decoder buffer does not underflow. However, in this VBR case, the encoder does not need to ensure that the decoder buffer does not overflow. If the decoder buffer becomes full, then it is assumed that the encoder buffer is empty and hence no further bits are transmitted from the encoder buffer to the decoder buffer.
The VBR mode is useful for devices that can read data up to the peak rate . For example, a DVD includes VBR clips where is about 10 Mbps, which corresponds to the maximum reading speed of the disk drive, even though usually the average rate of the DVD video stream is only about 4 to 6 Mbps. Fig. 7 illustrates plots of decoder buffer fullness for some bit streams operating in CBR and VBR mode, respectively.
There are some aspects of VBV that we do not address here because they are either not relevant with respect to this contribution, or are simply special cases of the leaky bucket model. For example, the VBV includes a low-delay mode that tolerates frame skipping.
B. H.263's HRD
The HRD model for H.263 [1] (which is equivalent to that in H.261) operates in low-delay mode. It resembles the CBR mode of MPEG's VBV, except for the following.
• The decoder inspects the buffer fullness at some time intervals and decodes a frame as soon as all the bits for the frame are available. This approach results in a couple of benefits: 1) the start-up delay is minimized because is usually just slightly larger than the number of bits for the first frame and 2) if frame skipping is common, the decoder simply waits until the next available frame. As mentioned above, the latter is enabled in the low-delay mode of MPEG's VBV as well.
• The check for decoder buffer overflow is done after the bits for a frame are removed from the buffer (i.e., must be less than or equal to , for all ). This relaxes the constraint for sending large frames once in a while, but there is a maximum value for the largest frame. • The transmission bit rate varies along time, and it is assumed that both encoder and decoder know the bit rate at each time instant. The HRD in H.263 is suitable for low-delay communications (e.g., video conferencing). Observe that in such HRD, the decoding and display times vary significantly across frames, and hence this approach is not appropriate for constant-delay timepreserving applications.
C. Limitations of Previous Models
Observe that all previous hypothetical reference decoders operate at only one point of the curve in Fig. 4 . As a result, these decoders have the following drawbacks.
• If the bit rate available in the channel is lower than (e.g., this is common for internet streaming and progressive download, or when an MPEG VBR clip needs to be transmitted at a rate lower than the peak), strictly speaking, the hypothetical decoder would not be able to decode the bit stream.
• In practice, a decoder will not know the size of the buffer required for this lower rate, and generally it will run into buffer problems while decoding the bit stream. The best that a smart decoder could do would be to find a tight upper-bound for the buffer size. One can easily show that an almost tight 4 upper bound is , where is the time length or duration in seconds of the video sequence (to be more specific, is the time difference between the decoding times of the last and first frames in the 4 A tight upper bound, which depends on the initial decoder buffer fullness F of the original buffer, is B = (B 0 F)(R =R) + F + (R 0 R )T . This is because the initial buffer fullness F of the new decoder buffer must be at least F + (R 0 R )T to guarantee that the new decoder buffer will not underflow by time T when it receives bits at rate only R < R, and because the headroom B 0 F must be at least (B 0 F)(R =R) to guarantee that the new decoder buffer will not overflow by time (B 0 F)=R when it receives bits at rate R . coded bit stream). Clearly, this bound increases the buffer size and delay requirements very rapidly and may not be very useful in practice (especially if is large and is significantly lower than ).
• If the available bandwidth is larger than (e.g., this is also common for internet streaming, as well as for local playback), the previous hypothetical decoders could operate in the VBR mode and decode the bit stream. However, as no additional information on the Rate-Buffer curve is available, the buffer size required to decode the bit stream cannot be reduced (as we will see later in the examples).
• If the physical buffer size in a decoder device is smaller than , the device will not be able to decode that bit stream.
• If the buffer size is larger than , the device will be able to decode the bit stream but the start-up delay will be the same.
• More generally, if a bit stream is generated according to a leaky bucket and no other leaky bucket parameters are known, one will not usually be able to be distribute such bit stream through different networks having peak transmission bit rates smaller than , and to a variety of devices with buffer sizes smaller than . Also, the start-up delay will not be minimized.
IV. A GENERALIZED GHRD
We present a GHRD that can operate given the information of leaky bucket models (5) each of which contains the bit stream. Without loss of generality, let us assume that these leaky buckets are ordered from smallest to largest bit rate, i.e., . Let us also assume that the encoder computes these leaky bucket models correctly, and hence . The desired value of can be selected by the encoder. (If , the GHRD is essentially equivalent to the VBR mode of MPEG's VBV). The encoder can choose to: 1) pre-select the leaky bucket values and encode the bit stream with a rate control that makes sure that all of the leaky bucket constraints are met; 2) encode the bit stream and then use (1.1) to compute a set of leaky buckets containing the bit stream at different values of ; 3) do both. The first approach can be applied to live or on-demand transmission, while 2) and 3) only apply to on-demand.
The number of leaky buckets and the leaky bucket parameters (5) are inserted into the bit stream. In this way, the decoder can determine which leaky bucket it wishes to use, knowing the peak bit rate available to it and/or its physical buffer size. The leaky bucket models in (5), as well as all the linearly interpolated or extrapolated models, are available for use. Fig. 8 illustrates a set of leaky bucket models and their interpolated or extrapolated values. The interpolated buffer size between points and follow the straight line (6) Likewise, the initial decoder buffer fullness can be linearly interpolated (7) The resulting leaky bucket with parameters is guaranteed to contain the bit stream, because, as we prove in Proposition 1 of Appendix A, the minimum buffer size is convex in both and , that is, the minimum buffer size corresponding to any convex combination , , is less than or equal to . As discussed earlier, observe that if is larger than , the leaky bucket will also contain the bit stream, and hence and are the buffer size and initial decoder buffer fullness recommended when . If is smaller than , then the upper bound can be used (and one can set ), where is the time length of the video sequence in seconds. These values outside the range of the points are also shown in Fig. 8 .
The number of bits required for the leaky bucket parameters is minimal. If , , and were encoded in the same units as , vbv_buffer_size, and vbv_buffer_delay (in the MPEG-2 bit stream syntax), then the number of bits required for these elements would be 30, 18, and 16, respectively, for a total of 64 bits per leaky bucket. The number of leaky buckets could be specified with 8 bits. This information would be succinct enough that it could be re-specified at any point in the bitstream, such as at all random access points.
In the H.264/AVC specification, the number of leaky buckets is specified with a variable-length code in the range 1 to 32. Each bit rate in bits per second is specified with a variable-length mantissa in the range 1 to 2 and a fixed-length base-2 exponent in the range 6 to 21. Each buffer size in bits is specified with a variable-length mantissa in the range 1 to and a fixed-length base-2 exponent in the range 4 to 19. All of these are in the HRD Parameters section of the video usability information (VUI). The initial decoder buffer delay in 90-kHz ticks is specified in the Buffering Period section of the supplemental enhancement information with a fixed-length code. The number of bits in this code is specified in the HRD parameters section of the VUI by a fixed-length code in the range 1 to 32.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: EVALUATION OF THE GHRD
To evaluate the benefits of the GHRD, we encoded a 130-s video clip (which contained a sequence of 13 MPEG clips combined, i.e., "Stefan", "Akiyo", "Mother and Daughter", "Fun Fair", "Foreman", "Bream", "News", "Sean", "Children", "Mobile & Calendar", "Weather", "Container", and "Hall") with the Test Model JM version 3.2 [7] with the default parameters (i.e., five reference frames, 1/8th motion accuracy, arithmetic coding ON, hadamard transform ON, error robustness OFF, B frames OFF, and RD optimization ON, and a motion search range of 16 pixels). We set and used the formula (1.1) to provide the plot in Fig. 9 . To be more concrete, we ran the simple Matlab program in Appendix B which makes use of (1.1).
The bit stream in Fig. 9 was produced with and yielded an average bit rate of 600 kbits/s. As shown in the figure, at a constant transmission bit rate of 600 kbits/s, the decoder needs a buffer size of about 16 500 kbits. With an initial decoder buffer fullness equal to 16 500 kbits, the start-up delay is about 27 s. Thus, this VBR encoding (produced with no rate control) shifts bits by up to 27 s in order to achieve constant quality over its encoded length.
The figure also shows that at a peak transmission bit rate of 2400 kbits/s (e.g., the video bit-rate portion of a 2 CD), the decoder needs a buffer size of only 370 kbits, sufficiently small for a consumer hardware device. With an initial buffer fullness equal to 370 kbits, the start-up delay is only about 0.15 s.
Thus, for this encoding, two leaky bucket models might typically be useful. 1) ( , , ). This leaky bucket permits transmission of the video over a CBR channel, with a delay of about 27 s. While this delay may be too large for many scenarios, it is probably acceptable for streaming or progressive download of movies over the Internet, for example. 2) ( , , ). This leaky bucket permits transmission of the video over a shared network with peak rate 2400 kbits/s, or permits local playback from a 2 CD, with a delay of about 0.15 s. This subsecond delay is acceptable for random access playback with VCR-like functionality. If only the first leaky bucket is specified in the bit stream, but not the second, then even when playing back over a channel with peak bit-rate 2400 kbits/s, the decoder would use a buffer of size 16 500 kbits and thus the delay would be . This is too large for random access playback with VCR-like functionality. However, if the second leaky bucket is specified as well, then needed to contain a bit stream with the associated rate R . These points were computed from the bit stream using the Matlab program in Appendix B, which uses the formulae in (1.1) and scans bit rates from 50 kbits/s to 3 Mbps in increments of 50 kbits/s. The other points between the "3" are linearly interpolated. Observe that, in practice, only a small subset of points (e.g., 4 or 5) may characterize the curve fairly well.
at peak bit-rate 2400 kbits/s the buffer size drops to 370 kbits and the delay drops to 0.15 s, as we have seen.
On the other hand, if only the second leaky bucket is specified, but not the first, then at a constant transmission rate of 600 kbits/s, even a smart decoder would be forced to use a buffer that is far larger than necessary, to ensure that the buffer will not overflow:
. This corresponds to an initial delay of 391 s, or about 6.5 min, over three times the length of the original clip, which is far from acceptable. However, if the first leaky bucket is specified as well, then at rate 600 kbits/s the buffer size drops to 16 500 kbits and the delay drops to 27 s, as we have seen.
Moreover, if both leaky buckets are specified, then the decoder can linearly interpolate between them [using (6) and (7)], for any bit rate between 600 and 2400 kbits/s, thereby achieving near-minimal buffer size and delay at that rate. Extrapolation is also more efficient both below 600 kbits/s and above 2400 kbits/s, compared to extrapolation with only a single leaky bucket anywhere between 600 and 2400 kbits/s.
As the above example shows, even just two leaky buckets can provide well over an order of magnitude reduction in buffer size (e.g., a factor of 234 370 kbits/16 500 kbits 14 in one case and 16 500 kbits/370 kbits 45 in another), and a corresponding reduction in delay (e.g., 391 s/27 s 14 s in one case and 6.9 s/0.15 s 45 s in another) at a given peak transmission bit rate. Conversely, it is also possible to reduce the peak transmission bit rate for a given decoder buffer size. Indeed, as is clear from Fig. 9 , if the curve can be obtained by interpolating and/or extrapolating multiple leaky buckets, then it is possible for a decoder with a fixed physical buffer to choose the minimum peak transmission bit rate needed to safely decode the bit stream without decoder buffer overflow. For example, we know from the figure that if the decoder has a fixed buffer of size 16 500 kbits, then the peak transmission bit rate for the encoding can be as low as 600 kbits/s. However, if only the second leaky bucket is specified, but not the first, then the decoder can reduce the bit rate to no less than . In this case, compared to using a single leaky bucket, using just two leaky buckets reduces the peak transmission rate by almost a factor of four, for the same decoder buffer size.
It is quite likely that having multiple leaky buckets can also improve the quality of the reconstructed video, at the same average encoding rate, in the following sense. Suppose both leaky buckets are available for the encoding described above. Then, as we have seen, it is possible to play back the encoding with a delay of 27 s if the peak transmission rate is 600 kbits/s, and with a delay of 0.15 s if the peak transmission rate is 2400 kbits/s. However, if the second leaky bucket is unavailable, then the delay increases from 0.15 to 6.9 s at 2400 kbits/s. To reduce the delay back to 0.15 s without the benefit of the second leaky bucket, it would suffice to re-encode the clip with rate control by reducing the buffer size (of the first leaky bucket) from 16 500 kbits to , a factor of 45. This would ensure that the delay is only 0.15 s if the peak transmission rate is 2400 kbits/s. However, the quality of this rate-controlled stream would vary over time, and it is quite likely that the average quality (SNR) would be lower than that of the original constant-quality stream at the same average bit rate. Unfortunately we cannot yet evaluate this decrease in SNR with objective tests, because as of this writing there is no rate control in the test model of H.264/AVC. Thus we can only conjecture that specifying a second leaky bucket can increase the SNR with no change in the average bit rate (except for the additional bits per clip to specify the second leaky bucket). This increase in SNR would be visible on playback for every peak transmission rate.
The benefits of specifying multiple leaky buckets in a generalized hypothetical reference decoder appear, of course, only in heterogeneous situations, where a single encoding is transmitted over channels with different peak bit rates, or to devices with different physical buffer sizes. However, this is increasingly the case. Content that is encoded offline and stored on a disk is often played back locally as well as streamed over networks with different peak rates. Even for local playback, different drives speeds (e.g., 1 CD through 8 DVD and beyond) affect the peak transfer rate. And of course the peak transmission bit rates through network connections also vary dramatically according to the speed of the limiting link, which is typically near the end user (e.g., 100 or 10 baseT Ethernet, T1, DSL, ISDN, modems, etc.). Buffer capacities of playback devices also vary significantly, from desktop computers with gigabytes of buffer space to small consumer electronic devices with buffer space that is smaller by several orders of magnitude. Typically, content providers spend a significant amount of effort creating a single bit stream (e.g., top studios may spend over 80 h to create a DVD), and they wish to reach the largest audience, with the best user experience. The multiple leaky buckets in the proposed generalized hypothetical reference decoder make it possible for only a subset of these points (e.g., 4 or 5) already characterize this curve well. In this case, the average bit rate of the clip is 150 kbits/s and the related buffer size and delay are 3500 kbits and 23 s, respectively. If the clip were streamed in a LAN or DSL channel with higher bit rate, say 500 kbits/s, our new approach would reduce the buffer size requirement to only 116 kbits, and the new start-up delay would be only 0.23 s.
the same bit stream to be transmitted over a variety of channels with the minimum startup delay, minimum decoder buffer requirements, and maximum possible quality. This applies not only to video that is encoded off-line, but also to live video that is broadcast simultaneously through different channels to different devices. In short, the proposed GHRD adds significant flexibility to the transmission of existing bit streams.
On the other hand, it must be remembered that although different leaky buckets may describe transmission of an encoded bit stream at different peak transmission bit rates, the different leaky buckets do not alter the average bit rate of the encoded bit stream. Thus, although the different leaky buckets for an encoded bit stream may help the decoder to choose the minimal buffer size and startup-delay to play back the stream flawlessly under the prevailing network conditions, once the stream begins to play, the stream's multiple leaky buckets do nothing to adapt the stream's encoded bit rate to fluctuating network conditions. However, the leaky bucket bounds can be used by the decoder to decide, for example, whether its buffer is in danger of underflowing or overflowing under the prevailing network conditions. If so, then the decoder can switch to a new stream with a different average bit rate, and a whole new set of associated leaky buckets. As with any stream switch (e.g., after a seek), the new set of leaky buckets can be used to bound the decoding schedule of the new stream, to ensure that the decoder buffer will not underflow or overflow after the stream switch, given the desired start-up delay. Fig. 10 shows a further example of an H.264/AVC clip computed with a higher QP. Some of the benefits of the proposed approach in this case are quantified in the caption of the figure.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a hypothetical reference decoder which is a generalization of those in prior standards. This new GHRD re- quires only a few syntax elements at random access points of the bit stream, and provides much higher flexibility for bit stream delivery through today's emerging networks where bandwidth is variable and terminals have a variety of bit rate and buffering capabilities. This new reference decoder enables these new scenarios, while reducing the transmission delay to a minimum for the available bandwidth. In addition, it minimizes the channel bit-rate requirement for delivery to devices with given physical buffer size limitations. In our tests using H.264/AVC video bit streams, we found that the buffer size and the start-up delay for some terminals can be reduced by a factor of 14 to 45, or the peak transmission bit-rate requirement can be reduced by almost a factor of four. The GHRD is applicable to any multimedia (e.g., video, audio) data compression and communication system. It has recently been adopted as part of the H.264/AVC video codec standard specification.
APPENDIX I
A. Proof That the Curve is Decreasing and Convex
In this Appendix, we prove that both the minimum decoder buffer size and the minimum decoder buffer delay are decreasing, convex functions of the bit rate . Therefore, knowing the values of one of these functions at several bit rates, say , allows the decoder to linearly interpolate the values to arrive at a value that is slightly but safely larger than . Our first goal is to derive expressions for and as functions of the bit rate and an initial buffer state. Fig. 11 illustrates the decoder buffer state as a function of time, where is the size of the decoder buffer in bits, is the rate at which bits arrive into the decoder buffer in bits per second, and is the number of bits that the decoder accumulates before extracting and decoding the first frame. Define , and let , , denote the number of bits coded for frame at time (relative to ), where is the number of frames in the sequence. Then the number of bits in the decoder buffer immediately after frame is extracted can be expressed recursively as This can be made nonnegative for all (for fixed and ) by making sufficiently large. is the smallest such sufficiently large . That is, for any fixed The decoder buffer delay is . Hence, for fixed and , the minimum decoder buffer delay is
To show that these are convex in and (and various other properties), it simplifies matters slightly to consider the state of the encoder buffer as a function of time. The encoder buffer can be considered as a leaky bucket of size bits that leaks bits at a constant rate bits per second into the channel (and from there, after a fixed delay, into the decoder buffer). The encoder inserts bits into the bucket at each time corresponding to frame . The bucket may drain completely before another frame is inserted, in which case no bits are transmitted while the bucket is empty. The bucket begins with initial fullness bits. These initial "dummy" bits are not transmitted. However, they restrict the size of the first few frames to at most bits, thereby serving to limit the decoding delay. (In a constant bit-rate system, in which the encoder buffer is not allowed to underflow, the initial "dummy" bits would also serve to delay transmission of the first real encoded bits, thereby preventing buffer underflow. In a VBR system, this would not be necessary (see Figs. 1 and 2. ) If the bucket size is sufficiently large, then the number of bits in the bucket immediately after frame is inserted can be expressed recursively as Note that this expression does not depend on the bucket size .
Lemma 1: For all , . That is, and are complementary.
Proof: By induction, using the formulas for and : Clearly, . For , assume . Then it is not difficult to see that .
Lemma 2:
. That is, is the maximum number of bits in the leaky bucket.
Proof: Using Lemma 1, . • We initially set the buffer size to any arbitrary value (in this case the bit rate times 20 s, but we could have chosen any other value).
• We then compute the value of buffer fullness along time using (1.1).
• Next, we determine the smallest buffer size needed to contain the bit stream " ", where minbuff is the minimum value of buffer fullness. Observe that minbuff could be negative, which simply says that the original arbitrary buffer size was too small to contain the bit stream, i.e., .
• Finally, we compute the minimum initial buffer fullness . We start setting to 0 and increase it as much as needed to prevent decoder buffer underflow. will take the smallest value in for which underflow does not occur Observe that one could use a very small rate increment in the program above, compute the derivatives of the curve at each point, and then determine the critical points at which the derivative does not exist (i.e.,the points where the segments of the piece-wise lines of different slopes join).
